SALES
ORDER
PLUS

for Sage 200

Sales Order Plus provides the tools
to access information and process
orders, quickly and accurately
from within one form. It is easily
configurable and highly successful
in telesales and trade counter
environments.
With features readily available from
a single screen, the user does not
need to navigate complex menu
structures to find the information
they require.
Organisations can benefit from the
ability to process an order from entry
through to invoice, printing at the
click of a button. This allows users to
focus on processing orders rapidly,
while providing a great customer
experience.

& BENEFITS
FEATURES



EASY TO USE



Uses the standard Sage 200 order entry
screen, meaning that no additional training
is required. The standard functionality is
not lost, merely enhanced.

RAPID ORDER ENTRY

Retrieve information about previously
ordered items and add from historical
purchases. Check previous order price
and add multiple items to an order at the
click of a button.
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STOCK KITTING

Kits are collections of individual stock items
which are sold together as one package;
the SO Plus Stock Kitting feature allows
users to easily add kit items by entering the
kit item code on the sales order.

& BENEFITS
FEATURES



SALES LEDGER MEMO



Users can enter customer specific pop-up
memos against individual sales ledger
accounts that will then be displayed
when entering a sales order for those
customers.



SIMPLE SALES ENQUIRIES

Our Sales Notepad allows users to price
an order before a customer is created or
their details have been selected. Products
can then be added to an order with one
click.



ONE CLICK DESPATCH/
INVOICE



FAST CREATION OF NEW
CUSTOMERS

Associate other products with a particular
item, and alert the sales executive of these
when that item is added to an order. This
ensures a cross-selling opportunity is never
missed and enables users to provide a
positive customer experience.

When taking an order from a new
customer, standard Sage 200 requires a
quote to be created or the customer to
be entered from the sales ledger. SO Plus
allows new customers to be created at
the click of a button.

ENTRY TO OTHER
 FAST
SCREENS



Users are able to open multiple screens
without having to minimise the order entry
screen e.g. view item balances, view item
details, view account enquiry, view item
purchase orders.

Allows the user to search for customers
by delivery address.



Process orders through to despatch and/
or invoice at the click of a button - ideal
for trade counter environments.

MAXIMISE CROSSSELLING OPPORTUNITIES

USE FROM WITHIN SAGE
200 OR SAGE 200 CRM

Sales Order Plus screen can be accessed
from within Sage 200 or Sage 200 CRM
using screen popping.



FIND CUSTOMER
ACCOUNTS QUICKLY

BARCODING

Allows users to set multiple barcodes
against a stock item within Sage 200.
With integrated barcode aliasing it turns
your SOP screen into a true trade counter
application. Any screen with a stock
lookup can be used with a barcode.

“

The add previous order and add historical item
tools are great, especially for clients who order the
same items but possibly different quantities.
To process their order we need to know how much
they paid for the item on previous orders and how
much they were charged for delivery.
SO Plus now saves us a great deal of time trawling
through old orders to capture this information.
Sales Manager | Display System Manufacturer
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